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講演要旨：
Lipid membranes undergo an array of conformational and dynamic transitions, ranging from

individual lipid motions to undulations of micron-sized patches of the membrane. However,

the dynamics at intermediate length scales are largely unexplored due to experimental chal-

lenges in accessing the appropriate length and time scales. Here we use neutron spin echo

spectroscoty (NSE) to provide unique insigthts into these elusive dynamics and measure

bending and thickness fluctuations in model lipid bilayers. These thermally induced fluc-

tuations lead estimation of membrane viscoelastic properties. Bending fluctuations give us

bending rigidity, κ, of bilayers following single membrane undulation model [1], typically on

the order of 10 kBT in the fluid phase and order 100 kBT in the gel phase [2]. The time scale

of thickness fluctuations is estimated on the order of 100 ns with the fractional change of the

bilayer thickness of about 10 % [3]. Thickness fluctuation amplitude relates to the bilayer

area compressibility modulus, KA, assuming volume conservation of the system [4], while the

time scale of the motion determines the membrane viscosity, µ [5]. Upon mixing two lipid

molecules who have hydrocarbon tail length mismatch show a larger fractional change of

the bilayer thickness as large as 20 % [6]. Calculation of these viscoelastic parameters κ,KA

and µ for the hydrophobic mismatched bilayers yields more flexible, more compressible but

less viscous bilayer conditions. The present methodology combining small-angle x-ray and

neutron scattering (SAXS and SANS) with NSE to measure bilayer structure and dynamics

gives new avenue to investigate physical properties of this important class of materials.
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